
'Butcher of Tehran is Iran's most extremist president ever' 
Israel reacts to election of Ebrahim Raisi, responsible for 30,000 extrajudicial executions, as Iran's 

next president. 

Arutz Sheva - Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lior Haiat reacted to the election of Ebrahim Raisi as the 

next president of Iran. 

"After the Supreme Leader effectively dictated to the Iranian public who they could choose, less than 

50% of Iranian citizens eligible to vote have elected its most extremist president to date," Haiat. 

"The butcher of Tehran, Ebrahim Raisi, has been rightly denounced by the international community 

for his direct role in the extrajudicial executions of over 30,000 people. He is designated by the U.S. 

Treasury for these heinous crimes. 

"An extremist figure, committed to Iran’s rapidly advancing 

military nuclear program, his election makes clear Iran's true 

malign intentions, and should prompt grave concern among the 

international community. 

More than ever, Iran’s nuclear program must be halted 

immediately, rolled back entirely and stopped indefinitely. Iran’s ballistic missile program must be 

dismantled and its global terror campaign vigorously countered by a broad international coalition. 

Quantum Computing And The Fulfillment of Bible Prophecy 

In a May blog post, Google unveiled its new Quantum AI Campus and announced its intent to build a million 

qubit, error-corrected quantum computer by 2029. A month later, IBM partnered with the United Kingdom on a 

$300 million quantum computing research initiative. Corporations all over the globe are investing resources in 

quantum computing and quantum computing applications.  

The reason is simple. Quantum computing promises to advance almost every field of human endeavor - from 

traditional industries such as banking and energy to new emerging industries such as machine learning and 

artificial intelligence. 
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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to 

cut our ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a 

Blessed Hope enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.”    Tozer 



What is a Quantum Computer? 

Classical computers encode information in bits, represented as ones and zeroes. Quantum computers encode 

information in qubits, represented by the directional spin of an electron or the polarization of a photon. Unlike 

classic computer bits, quantum mechanics allow qubits to exist in both states simultaneously.  

So instead of representing either a one or a zero, a qubit can represent both simultaneously. Linking qubits 

together via quantum entanglement, this means quantum computers have the potential to exponentially exceed 

the computing power of the world's most powerful classical supercomputers. A few hundred qubits can represent 

more states than there are atoms in the universe. 

Why is This Important? 

So why should you care? Such a computer would be so powerful it could instantly break the most sophisticated 

encryption methods of the classical computer era. Imagine the military advantage a nation state would hold over 

its competitors if it developed quantum computing ahead of all others. It would have an overwhelming 

advantage.  

If corporations are openly discussing the arrival of quantum computing breakthroughs, what do think 

governments are doing? The United States, China, the EU, Russia, and others have far more resources than 

Google or IBM. Think they'll be willing to spend a few hundred billion on a crash program to speed up the 

development timeline? I think so. And a quantum computing arms race creates uncertainty, distrust, and 

instability. 

Think about the problems and inconveniences created from short-lived disruptions in Internet service or utility 

operations. How long can you go without Internet, electricity, or water before a minor annoyance turns into a 

major crisis? Consider the impact of two recent ransomware attacks - one on the Colonial pipeline and the other 

on meat processor JBS.  

The Colonial pipeline attack took place on a Friday. By Tuesday, thousands of gas stations all over the East 

Coast of the United States were completely out of gasoline. JBS fixed its problems before any widespread meat 

shortages impacted consumers. But what if it hadn't? JBS accounts for more than 20% of U.S. beef and pork 

production. A prolonged shutdown of its operations would have resulted in shortages all across America. 

In both of events, it's believed criminal hackers were the culprits. No nation states had a role in the attack. 

Regardless, the Colonial pipeline and JBS ransomware attacks demonstrate just how vulnerable our systems 

are. Imagine what would happen in a full-blown cyber war. What would happen if your community lost electricity, 

water, and sewer service all at once? What if grocery stores went bare for weeks on end? The end result of a 

cyber war between major powers could be absolutely devastating. 

A New World Order 

When it comes to World War III or a serious military conflict between major world powers, many people live 

under a false sense of security. Conventional wisdom says World War III is certain to bring global nuclear 

destruction. And because of this, every leader on the planet is determined to avoid it at any cost. But is this true? 

Unfortunately, it's not.  

The current world order is based on MAD. MAD is the fear of total destruction and the idea no one can win a war 

between two nuclear powers. For 70 years, it's all that's kept us from World War III. But MAD won't keep the 

peace forever. It's based on technology. And that technology is on the verge of becoming obsolete. Like all 

previous military eras, the era of MAD will soon come to an end. 

To work, MAD relies on certainty. A nation must be certain it can launch a nuclear attack if threatened. Otherwise, 

an enemy nation could prevail in a first strike scenario. Likewise, the enemy nation must be certain it faces total 

annihilation if it launches a first strike. This certainty of "mutual assured destruction" is what's kept the world from 

destroying itself for over seven decades.  



Unfortunately, new technologies will soon eliminate this uncertainty. For example, nuclear armed submarines 

are the backbone of a nation's nuclear deterrent. A single nuclear armed sub can carry dozens of nuclear 

warheads several times more powerful than the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Such submarines 

patrol the planet's vast oceans where they're more than able to evade detection from enemy nations. At the very 

least, they create uncertainty in the eyes of the enemy, who can never be sure about their ability to disarm every 

such threat. 

But quantum computing will change that. It will accelerate the development of new technologies, such as 

quantum sensors. With powerful quantum sensors, a nation could detect every submarine on the planet. Once 

detected, those submarines could be disabled using other new technologies. For instance, quantum computing 

will also enable advanced modeling of chemical reactions.  

This will prove critical in the development of molecular manufacturing. With molecular manufacturing, even a 

small nation could quickly develop legions of tiny swarming drones capable of disarming and destroying any 

conventional weapon of today. The first nation to develop advanced quantum computers will have the inside 

edge in the development of these next generation technologies. And if corporations are openly discussing viable 

roadmaps to these technologies, nation states are even closer to developing them as military applications. 

Where We're Headed 

The rise of quantum computing, artificial intelligence, drone swarms, and other emerging technologies is a 

destabilizing event. Together, these new technologies will overturn the post-war stability of MAD. They make 

World War III inevitable. When the war ends, one nation will control all of humanity. That nation will be the leader 

in the development of these new military technologies.  

Does this surprise you? It shouldn't. The Bible says another world war is certain (Revelation 6:4). It also tells us 

one nation will control the earth in the aftermath (Revelation 13:7). Is this just a coincidence? No. It's just one of 

many signs pointing to the soon return of Jesus Christ. Jesus said when you see all the signs converge, His 

arrival is near (Luke 21:28). Those signs are converging for our generation. So take advantage of what little time 

we have left. Spread the Good News and tell others about Jesus. The time is short. Jesus is coming soon! 

Britt Gillette is author of the free ebook Coming to Jesus as well as the books Signs of the Second 

Coming & Racing Toward Armageddon. 

 

Peaceful Protests Are Ending Vaccine Passport Requirements 

In the U.K., Britons held a “Unite for Freedom” rally in London, Saturday May 29, 2021, as seen in the 
short video clip above. According to ITV.com,1 hundreds of no-vaccine-passport protesters surged into 
the Westfield shopping mall in London, while another large crowd gathered in Parliament Square. 

They were reportedly cleared from the mall after about 20 minutes by police, but no one was injured or 
arrested in this particular instance. 

As reported by Reuters2 May 30, 2021, it now looks like the U.K. will be scrapping its plan for vaccine 
passports as a legal requirement for large events, although a government spokesman told Reuters that 
a final decision has yet to be made and that the COVID-19 vaccine certification review is still ongoing. 
Why the sudden change? Undoubtedly, it’s because Britons have repeatedly taken to the streets in 
protest of the medical apartheid these passports create. 

14 US States Have Banned Vaccine Passport Requirements 
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In the U.S., there’s also good news. A number of states have enacted laws that ban vaccine passport 
requirements in order to prevent the creation of a two-tier society of those with the freedom to live as 
they please, and others whose lives would be restricted based on vaccination status alone. 

As of May 28, 2021, the following 14 states have banned vaccine passports from being 
required:3 Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Montana, North Dakota, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Wyoming. 

Utah has issued a partial ban that applies to state government only. Only two states so far — Hawaii 
and New York — have actually implemented vaccine certification requirements for certain activities.In 
Hawaii, only those with proof of vaccination are allowed to travel between counties without pretravel 
testing and quarantine restrictions, while New York requires you to be vaccinated or have a recent 
negative COVID-19 test to enter certain sports arenas and large performance venues.Florida Fights to 
Make Cruise Lines Adhere to Law 

In my home state of Florida, one of the best pro-freedom governors in the U.S., Ron DeSantis, is now 
fighting the cruise industry over its proposed vaccination passport requirement.4 The bill he signed into 
law May 3, 2021,5 prohibits state government from issuing vaccine passports and private businesses 
from requiring proof of vaccination status to enter or obtain services. 

As such, cruise lines that do business in Florida and want to restrict travel to vaccinated-only are in 
violation of this new anti-medical apartheid law. As reported by NBC News:6 

“The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention gave the go-ahead Wednesday to begin work toward 
restarting cruises for the first time in over a year after the massive ships became some of the first 
superspreader locations for the coronavirus … 

To comply with CDC guidance … several cruise liners want to require nearly everyone onboard to be 
fully vaccinated. But that could now be illegal in Florida, the center of the American cruise industry, 
under a law DeSantis signed … that prohibits businesses from discriminating against unvaccinated 
customers. 

‘In Florida, your personal choice regarding vaccinations will be protected, and no business or 
government entity will be able to deny you services based on your decision,’ DeSantis said of the law, 
which codified executive orders he had already issued. 

The dispute may end up in court, as the cruise industry argues that the state law doesn't apply to it 
thanks to federal rules. In the meantime, companies may decide to move ahead with plans to require 
vaccinations, even if it means racking up violations in Florida.” 

A Social Credit System Is the End Goal of Vaccine Passports 

It’s important to realize that vaccine passports or any other type of certification in and of themselves 
are not the end goal here. They’re merely a part of a much larger plan to implement a social credit 
system, such as that already implemented in China. First, they’d be expanded to cover other required 
vaccinations. 

Ultimately, the vaccine passport will expand to include not just vaccination status but also other medical 
data, basic identification records, financial data and just about anything else that can be digitized and 
tracked. The end goal is to end freedom as we know it, using a social credit system to ensure 
compliance. 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/01/12/future-of-vaccines.aspx


Booster shots against COVID-19 variants would logically come first, followed by any number of other 
vaccinations. The sky’s the limit as far as that’s concerned, and many are likely to be gene-based and 
therefore dangerous in the extreme. Already, vaccine makers have announced they’re working on a 
combination COVID-flu/mRNA vaccine,7 a pneumococcal-COVID/mRNA booster shot for adults over 
65,8 and mRNA/seasonal influenza vaccines.9 

Ultimately, the vaccine passport will expand to include not just vaccination status but also other medical 
data, basic identification records, financial data and just about anything else that can be digitized and 
tracked. It may even extend to include real-time biological data. 

The end goal is to end freedom as we know it, using a social credit system to ensure compliance. If 
you disobey or act “out of line” with a prevailing dictate, your freedom to travel, bank, shop, get a loan 
or even leave your home could be vastly restricted. 

We can see how such a system could work by looking at the Chinese social credit system10 where 
behavior is electronically monitored to assess “trustworthiness” in real-time. Aside from failing to pay 
taxes on time, score-lowering actions can include such minutia as cheating in an online video game, 
jaywalking, not visiting your parents on a frequent-enough basis, smoking in a nonsmoking zone or 
walking your dog without a leash. 

Momentary thoughtlessness can also land you on any one of hundreds of blacklists controlled by a 
variety of state agencies with their own jurisdictions, and if you end up on one, you’re typically subject 
to blacklisting across all of them, at which point you won’t be allowed to do much of anything except 
work to improve your score. On average, it takes two to five years to get off a blacklist, and that’s 
assuming you comply with all the recommendations put forth.11 

While the Chinese social credit score is still in its infancy, eventually, the plan is to use it to “search for 
signs of potentially harmful behavior before it occurs”12 — in other words, a real-world pre-crime type 
of situation as illustrated in the movie “Minority Report.” This is what vaccine passports can lead to, and 
there’s every reason to believe that is the plan. 

As noted by Naomi Wolf, a former adviser to the Clinton administration, in an interview with Fox News’ 
Steve Hilton:13,14 

“I’m [the] CEO of a tech company, I understand what these platforms can do. It is not about the vaccine, 
it’s not about the virus, it’s about your data … What people have to understand is that any other 
functionality can be loaded onto that platform with no problem at all. It can be merged with your Paypal 
account, with your digital currency. 

Microsoft is already talking about merging it with payment plans. Your network can be sucked up. It 
geolocates you everywhere you go. Your credit history can be included. All of your medical and health 
history can be included … 

It is absolutely so much more than a vaccine pass … I cannot stress enough that it has the power to 
turn off your life, or to turn on your life, to let you engage in society or be marginalized.” 

Indeed, recreating China’s social credit system here in the U.S. is likely easier at this point than anyone 
would like to think, and probably wouldn’t take long to implement. Silicon Valley titan Oracle nabbed 
the contract to be the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s central data repository for all 
COVID-19 vaccine data in the U.S. early on in the pandemic. 



Oracle also manages the database for COVID-19 cases and the National Institute for Allergies and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) database for clinical research into COVID-19 vaccines and drugs, a 
program overseen by Dr. Anthony Fauci. 

Now consider this: Oracle has for many years also managed the U.S. national security database, as 
well as databases for the CIA, Navy Intelligence, Air Force Intelligence and the National Security 
Agency, plus banking, and a host of commercial databases. As reported by The Defender:15 

“’The information about your banks, your checking balances, your saving balance is stored in an Oracle 
database,’ Ellison was quoted in the 2004 book, ‘The Naked Crowd.’ ‘Your airline reservation is stored 
in an Oracle database. What books you bought on Amazon is stored in an Oracle database. Your profile 
on Yahoo! is stored in an Oracle database.’” 

And, as Ellison admitted in 2002, thousands of databases can easily be integrated into a single national 
file — something he offered to do for free for the U.S. government all the way back then. 

The Defender also recounts an old Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program 
called Total Information Awareness (TIA), which sought to collect the medical records, drug 
prescriptions, DNA, financial information, travel data and media consumption habits of all Americans.16 

The justification for this vast data collection, according to DARPA, was that “the whole population 
needed surveillance to prevent not only future terrorist attacks, but bioterrorism and even naturally 
occurring disease outbreaks.” The program was defunded in 2003 after intense public backlash, “but 
TIA never really went away,” The Defender writes.17 “Various of its programs ended up divvied into a 
web of military and intelligence programs.” 

Here are a few more connections to consider when trying to decide whether a social credit system is 
really in the works, and why a vaccine passport could serve a central function. 

Oracle Labs, the research arm of Oracle, is partnered with DARPA to create an “optically 
interconnected supercomputer” — something that would come in handy if putting together a massive 
social credit system that demands interconnectivity between thousands of databases. 

DARPA is also working on advanced pandemic surveillance and biological threat detection.18 In fact, it 
has an entire division specializing in biological technologies — the Biological Technologies Office (BTO) 
— which developed hydrogel, an implantable type of nanotechnology that transmits light-based digital 
signals through wireless networks.19 

It’s basically a gel-like biosensor that can both record and share biological data. The hydrogel is 
manufactured by Profusa, which is partnered with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation20 and backed 
by Google, the largest data mining company in the world. 

In 2020, there were rumors that this hydrogel would be part of Moderna’s mRNA delivery 
system.21 DARPA, by the way, actually funded Moderna too.22 However, it is unclear whether hydrogel 
actually ended up being used in Moderna’s or any other COVID-19 vaccine. At any rate, it could be 
used, if not now, then in the future. 

Now, ask yourself, considering all of these various data points that I’ve covered — which by no means 
includes everything — just how likely is it that a national social credit system based on digital 
surveillance, including medical and biological surveillance, is NOT in the works? 

Vaccine Passports Spell the End of Freedom 



I recently interviewed Wolf about her book “The End of America.” The book, published in 2007, was a 
prescient warning about the very time we now find ourselves in. In it, she laid out the 10 steps toward 
tyranny that have been followed by virtually every modern-day would-be tyrant. 

“They all took the same 10 steps, and they always work. I warned people that when you start to see 
these 10 steps, you have to take action, because there is no way to recover once things go too far 
without a bloody revolution or a civil war. We are [now] at Step 10 … and once Step 10 locks in, there 
is no going back,” Wolf says. 

The 10 steps toward tyranny start with the invocation of a terrifying internal and/or external threat. It 
may be a real threat or an imagined one, but in all cases, it’s a hyped-up threat. From 2001 onward, 
that threat was terrorism, which was used as the justification for stripping us of our liberties. 

The last and final step in the implementation of tyranny, Step 10, involves the creation of a surveillance 
state where citizens are under constant surveillance and critique of the government is reclassified as 
dissent and subversive activity. Vaccine passports are clearly an integral part of that surveillance 
apparatus, and a precursor to a social credit system. 

There simply can be no doubt of that, and if we don’t put a stop to it now, we’ll be locked into not just a 
national dictatorship but a global one, run by unelected, largely unknown individuals and Big Tech 
oligarchs. There will be no one to help anyone else, because all nations will be in the same boat. 

Peaceful Protest and Legislative Action Are the Remedy 

To avoid the fate that comes next, everyone everywhere needs to recognize the danger and take action. 
Such action includes peaceful protest and civil disobedience — simply not complying with mask 
mandates, social distancing, lockdowns, vaccination or anything else. 

We must also fight through legislation. As mentioned earlier, 14 U.S. states have already passed laws 
banning requirements for vaccine passports, which protects the freedoms of everyone within those 
states. While that’s a good start, there are dozens more to go, and other countries need to enact such 
laws as well. As noted by Wolf in my interview with her: 

“Once [vaccine passports] are launched … people like you and I, Dr. Mercola, will be switched off of 
society. ‘Oops, my vaccine passport is positive. I guess I can't go food shopping for my family.’ ‘I said 
something critical of biofascism on Dr. Mercola's show, so now my child can't get into school.’ 

Just as in Israel, where people who are critics are being surveilled [and] marginalized from society, it 
has turned into a two-tier society. If you choose not to get vaccinated, then you're really in a 
marginalized minority in an apartheid state. 

The more we know about these vaccines, the scarier it is to have coercion that is social. It's also illegal. 
In America, we have the Americans with Disabilities Act. It means it's illegal to even ask me anything 
about my medical status. You can't ask me if I'm pregnant. You can't ask me if I'm disabled. You can't 
ask me if I have diabetes or HIV. You cannot ask me anything. By definition, these intrusive measures 
are unlawful. 

We have to use the law to save the law, basically … We have to fight before we are living in fascist 
regime where every move is tracked and we're marginalized from society.” 
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Rick Warren Stepping Down After Pastoring Saddleback for 42 
Years 

Jun 8, 2021  CBN News 

Pastor Rick Warren of Saddleback Church, which is affiliated with the 
Southern Baptist Convention (SBC), is stepping down from his position as 
lead pastor of the megachurch. (Screengrab image: via CBN News) 

"For 42 years, Kay and I have known this day would eventually arrive and 
we've been waiting for God's perfect timing," Warren announced in a video to the church. 

"That's always been my goal, to serve God's Purpose in my generation. God has given me the 
privilege to serve multiple generations," the OC Register reports him saying. 
 
Ed Stetzer, professor and dean at the Wheaton College Billy Graham Center, tweeted the news and 
called for prayers. 

The 67-year-old Warren will continue to serve as the Saddleback's head pastor until a replacement 
can be found. He founded the Saddleback Valley Community Church in 1980, and it has grown into 
a global ministry with an estimated 40,000 participants. 

Warren is recognized as one of the nation's leading pastors. He has guided countless young leaders 
and inspired many of today's prominent pastors to pursue their own callings to ministry.   
His book, "The Purpose Driven Church: Every Church Is Big in God's Eyes" is said to have 
encouraged pastors to lead a healthy and purposeful church.  

Warren built the Purpose Driven Network, a global alliance of pastors from more than 160 countries 
and hundreds of denominations, that focuses on the people of the church and less on the building. 

He also founded Pastors.com, an online interactive community that provides sermons, forums, and 
other practice resources for pastors. 

The news of his retirement comes less than a month after Saddleback announced that it ordained 
three women as pastors, which goes against the traditions of the strictly male leadership within the 
SBC. The SBC community has seen some other major headlines in recent weeks, like Beth Moore's 
announcement in March that she no longer feels at home in the SBC. The shift ended her 
professional partnership with LifeWay Christian Resources, the publishing, and distribution division 
of the SBC.  
 
And Dr. Russell Moore revealed last month that he was leaving the SBC where he had been the 
president of its Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission since 2013. 
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